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EMX 125 and EMX 2T European Championship:
Bonacorsi and Anderson win in Faenza
The dust has settled on at the Monte Coralli circuit in Faenza following some intense races
in the EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing and EMX2T Presented by FMF Racing
Championships.
Fantic Racing’s Andrea Bonacorsi had a perfect day going 1-1 in the EMX125 class,
meanwhile Brad Anderson of Verde Substance KTM has grabbed an early lead in the EMX2T
championship following a 2-1 result.

In race one of the EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing class, it was the KTM Kosak Racing
rider Constantin Piller who grabbed the early lead in the race, followed by Guillem Farres
and Gerard Congost of the RFME GasGas MX Junior Team, as well as Bonacorsi. Moments
later championship leader Liam Everts of KTM Liamski crashed out of fourth place, though

he did eventually re-join in ninth. As Piller continued to lead, Farres was just a further
two seconds down, and was being chased down by Bonacorsi in third position, with the
top three nicely bunched together, this was the start of a nice battle for the lead. On lap
four the race leader found himself in trouble, as Piller dropped out of the lead allowing
Farres and Bonacorsi to move up a position. Meanwhile Everts was making a slow recovery
as he passed into seventh. Round 1 podium finisher Florian Miot from KTM DIGA Junior
Racing, was having a tough race as he battled down in 18th, not where he had hoped to be
following his success in Matterley Basin earlier in the season. At the front of the field
though, the battle for the race win was truly underway as less than a second separated
Farres and Bonacorsi. On lap 7 Bonacorsi was able to find a way through into P1 and quickly
went on to extend his lead as he set the fastest lap of the race the following time around.
As Bonacorsi doubled his lead by the next lap, Everts was making a good recovery as he
got back up into 4th place, which made it easier for him to retain the red plate into race
two. In the end it was Bonacorsi, Farres and Piller, who were the top three finishers in
the opening race.
In race two, it was Valerio Lata of Marchetti Racing Team KTM who was flying out of the
gate and was one of the first riders to exit the first corner. Though David Braceras of the
RFME GasGas MX Junior Team wasted no time as he moved into the lead, with Pietro
Razzini and Farres right behind. Meanwhile race 1 winner, Bonacorsi was down in 4th at
the opening laps, though by lap 4 he was already in 3rd and breathing down the neck of
Razzini. Though as Bonacorsi moved up a position, our attention was quickly drawn to the
moment between Lata and Quentin Prugnieres as the two came together which almost
saw Lata down on the floor, though the Italian managed to hold on and carry on with the
race. By lap 7, the fight for the lead was on, as Razzini and Bonacorsi chased down the
GasGas of Braceras. As Bonacorsi closed in on the two riders ahead, he quickly found a
way past Razzini and then Braceras and was now the rider to beat. Towards the later
stages of the race, disaster struck Everts, as he crashed out of 7th and did not carry on the

race. Though out front it was Bonacorsi who took his second race victory on the Fantic
machine, followed by Razzini and Braceras.
The overall went to the home rider, Bonacorsi who had a perfect day going on to win both
races, while Guillem Farres and David Braceras made it on to the podium as the two riders
representing the RFME GasGas MX Junior Team!
As it stands, despite a DNF in race two, Liam Everts continues to lead the championship,
though he is tied on points with today’s winner Andrea Bonacorsi. With Bonacorsi picking
up a DNF in Matterley Basin, which gave him 34th place, and Everts not finishing in race
two today, he has the advantage in terms of positions as he placed 31st in the second race.
Kevin Brumann from iXS MXGP Team is third in the championship a further three points
back and will be looking to pick up some solid points on Tuesday for round three of the
EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing series.
EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing – Race 1 – Top 10 Classification: 1. Andrea Bonacorsi (ITA, Fantic), 29:43.028; 2. Guillem Farres
(ESP, GASGAS), +0:13.830; 3. Constantin Piller (GER, KTM), +0:16.691; 4. David Braceras (ESP, GASGAS), +0:20.423; 5. Liam Everts
(BEL, KTM), +0:29.081; 6. Gerard Congost (ESP, GASGAS), +0:32.313; 7. Max Palsson (SWE, KTM), +0:33.814; 8. Pietro Razzini (ITA,
Husqvarna), +0:35.021; 9. Rasmus Pedersen (DEN, KTM), +0:39.883; 10. Kevin Brumann (SUI, Yamaha), +0:40.352;
EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing – Race 2 – Top 10 Classification: 1. Andrea Bonacorsi (ITA, Fantic), 29:23.706; 2. Pietro Razzini
(ITA, Husqvarna), +0:02.343; 3. David Braceras (ESP, GASGAS), +0:05.962; 4. Guillem Farres (ESP, GASGAS), +0:09.742; 5. Quentin Marc
Prugnieres (FRA, KTM), +0:12.421; 6. Meico Vettik (EST, KTM), +0:24.173; 7. Valerio Lata (ITA, KTM), +0:25.752; 8. Saad Soulimani
(FRA, Husqvarna), +0:26.442; 9. Gerard Congost (ESP, GASGAS), +0:26.985; 10. Andrea Rossi (ITA, KTM), +0:38.753;
EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing – Top 10 Overall Classification: 1. Andrea Bonacorsi (ITA, FAN), 50 points; 2. Guillem Farres (ESP,
GAS), 40 p.; 3. David Braceras (ESP, GAS), 38 p.; 4. Pietro Razzini (ITA, HUS), 35 p.; 5. Gerard Congost (ESP, GAS), 27 p.; 6. Constantin
Piller (GER, KTM), 27 p.; 7. Quentin Marc Prugnieres (FRA, KTM), 26 p.; 8. Saad Soulimani (FRA, HUS), 21 p.; 9. Valerio Lata (ITA, KTM),
20 p.; 10. Max Palsson (SWE, KTM), 20 p.;
EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing – Top 10 Championship Classification: Liam Everts (BEL, KTM), 66 points; 2. Andrea Bonacorsi (ITA,
FAN), 66 p.; 3. Kevin Brumann (SUI, YAM), 63 p.; 4. Guillem Farres (ESP, GAS), 54 p.; 5. Meico Vettik (EST, KTM), 49 p.; 6. Pietro
Razzini (ITA, HUS), 46 p.; 7. David Braceras (ESP, GAS), 46 p.; 8. Saad Soulimani (FRA, HUS), 36 p.; 9. Florian Miot (FRA, KTM), 35 p.;
10. Rasmus Pedersen (DEN, KTM), 33 p.

In the opening race of the EMX2T class, it was Loris Freidig who was the early race leader,
followed by the Verde Substance KTM of Brad Anderson and Federico Tuani of Husqvarna
Junior Racing Maddii. Drama followed as the riders reached the first corner with Andero
Lusbo and Manuel Iacopi from JK Racing Yamaha coming together and subsequently both
being forced out of the race. Back with the leaders and Freidig was already leading by a
nice 4 seconds in the opening stages of the races, as Anderson came under fire from Tuani
who was breathing down his neck. Though Anderson was quick to respond and by the
following lap had more of a gap between him and third place. Kade Tinkler-Walker was
having a good ride in 5th position, as Jonas Nedved also pushed Eugenio Barbaglia down
another position as he followed Walker and claimed 6th. While Freidig continued to lead
Anderson by roughly 5 seconds, Gianluca Deghi was starting to apply the pressure on to
Tuani, with the two riders battling for third place in the race. Throughout the race, Freidig
was able to keep a consistent gap between himself and Anderson, though with a few laps
to go, the British rider picked up the pace as he chased his first race win of the season.
Despite several attempts, it was Freidig who claimed his first EMX2T Presented by FMF
Racing win, as Ando crossed the line just 0.469 seconds behind the race winner. Tuani was
the third rider to cross the line followed by Deghi and Walker.
In the second race, it was Barbaglia who got a flying start and was one of the first riders
to reach the first corner. He led Mario Tamai, Tuani and Nedved. Meanwhile further down

the field Alexandre Marques lost 6th to Marco Lolli as he moved up a position. Keen to take
the overall, Anderson wasted no time when chasing the lead and by lap 4 was already
9.681 seconds ahead of Tamai who had slipped past Barbaglia during the lap. Following
an unlucky crash in the opening race, Iacopi was having a much better start to the second
heat as he moved into 11th and chased the riders in front of him. As Barbaglia lost a
position to Tuani, Iacopi was also making good passes as he moved up the order and into
7th place. Ahead of him was Lolli, Deghi and Barbaglia. For the remainder of the race the
top three didn’t change, as Anderson continued to ride a race of his own, while Tamai and
Tuani were keeping behind him in P2 and 3. In the end it was how the top three remained,
with Anderson taking his first race victory of the series.
Overall it was Anderson who claimed the top step of the podium, with Tuani second and
Loris Freidig making a good recovery in race two and occupying the third step of the
podium with a 1-7 result.
With it being the opening round of the championship, the podium is also how the series
standings look, with Anderson as the early leader, and Tuani and Freidig in 2nd and 3rd.
EMX2T Presented by FMF Racing - Race 1 – Top 10 Classification: 1. Loris Freidig (SUI, Yamaha), 30:35.815; 2. Brad Anderson (GBR,
KTM), +0:00.469; 3. Federico Tuani (ITA, Husqvarna), +0:23.617; 4. Gianluca Deghi (ITA, KTM), +0:25.859; 5. Kade Tinkler-Walker (CAN,
Suzuki), +0:28.679; 6. Mario Tamai (ITA, KTM), +1:01.288; 7. Eugenio Barbaglia (ITA, Husqvarna), +1:19.720; 8. Marco Lolli (ITA,
Yamaha), +1:21.400; 9. Sebastian Zenato (ITA, Husqvarna), +1:56.022; 10. Emanuele Alberio (ITA, KTM), +1:56.514.
EMX2T Presented by FMF Racing - Race 2 – Top 10 Classification: 1. Brad Anderson (GBR, KTM), 29:21.822; 2. Mario Tamai (ITA,
KTM), +0:10.617; 3. Federico Tuani (ITA, Husqvarna), +0:22.201; 4. Eugenio Barbaglia (ITA, Husqvarna), +0:34.174; 5. Manuel Iacopi
(ITA, Yamaha), +0:38.268; 6. Marco Lolli (ITA, Yamaha), +0:40.985; 7. Loris Freidig (SUI, Yamaha), +0:43.235; 8. Gianluca Deghi (ITA,
KTM), +1:22.327; 9. Sebastian Zenato (ITA, Husqvarna), +1:25.933; 10. Martin Michelis (EST, KTM), +1:28.626.
EMX2T Presented by FMF Racing – Top 10 Overall Classification: 1. Brad Anderson (GBR, KTM), 47 points; 2. Federico Tuani (ITA,
HUS), 40 p.; 3. Loris Freidig (SUI, YAM), 39 p.; 4. Mario Tamai (ITA, KTM), 37 p.; 5. Eugenio Barbaglia (ITA, HUS), 32 p.; 6. Gianluca
Deghi (ITA, KTM), 31 p.; 7. Marco Lolli (ITA, YAM), 28 p.; 8. Sebastian Zenato (ITA, HUS), 24 p.; 9. Martin Michelis (EST, KTM), 18 p.;
10. Paolo Ermini (ITA, HUS), 17 p.
EMX2T Presented by FMF Racing – Top 10 Championship Classification: 1. Brad Anderson (GBR, KTM), 47 points; 2. Federico Tuani
(ITA, HUS), 40 p.; 3. Loris Freidig (SUI, YAM), 39 p.; 4. Mario Tamai (ITA, KTM), 37 p.; 5. Eugenio Barbaglia (ITA, HUS), 32 p.; 6.
Gianluca Deghi (ITA, KTM), 31 p.; 7. Marco Lolli (ITA, YAM), 28 p.; 8. Sebastian Zenato (ITA, HUS), 24 p.; 9. Martin Michelis (EST, KTM),
18 p.; 10. Paolo Ermini (ITA, HUS), 17 p.

Women's European SS 300 Cup:
third win in a row for Spanish Neila Santos

Third round for the Women's European SS 300 Cup at Imola Circuit, Italy, together with
the Italian Road Racing Championship.
The championship is still at closed doors due to Covid-19 restrictions.
For the Spanish rider Beatriz Neila Santos it was another amazing weekend: ruler of the
first and the second round, she won also at Imola with an outstanding pace, crossing the
chequered flag with 10’’ ahead of the Italian Sabrina Della Manna and Aurelia Cruciani.
Out at the first lap Roberta Ponziani, who is still third in the standing.
Neila Santos is always first in the standing and Della Manna second.
Next round is on 18th October at Vallelunga Circuit, Italy.

